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Corrugated Metal Hose Welding Cell:
Cut and Couple / Reliable have invested
in a new arm of their warehouse
operation, the Metal Hose Welding Cell.
All products related to Corrugated
Stainless Steel Metal Hose production
are cut, coupled and packaged in this
separate warehouse area. This includes
hose reels, fittings, ferrules, stainless

steel braiding, and armor cover. Our
hose technicians use a special metal
cutting blade to cleanly fabricate the
single-braided corrugated piece, void of
rough snares thus eliminating snagging.
Per the manufacturer’s specs, we then
add a second braid and armor cover
where necessary before handing off to
our welding crew for assembly. Certified
technicians are the backbone of our

metal hose production facility. Cut and
Couple / Reliable’s welding cell is now
fully operational and open for business!
Currently we offer Single and Double
Braided Corrugated Metal Hose in sizes
ranging from ¼ inch inside diameter up
to 12 inches. Our inventory grows daily,
so check with your sales rep for the
latest our metal hose cell has to offer.
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METAL HOSE - WELD CELL

A team driven to provide quality hose solutions through ingenuity, passion and commitment.
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Corrugated Stainless Steel Metal Hose is truly a feat of engineering ingenuity. Gas
tight and capable of handling higher pressure situations, this robust hose has an
excellent rating for gas and liquid transfers alike. Just as important as the quality of
each metal hose assembly component is the skill and technical prowess of its
fabricator. We are proud to have an on-site welding team that has been certified by
the American Welding Society (AWS) and the Welder Training and Testing Institute.
Our metal hose has been manufactured with an annular profile of independent,
parallel corrugations rendering it highly flexible (FIG-A). This process also allows for
an even distribution of stress along the entire length of the assembly.

FIG-B

The ability of corrugated metal hose to withstand higher pressures is achieved with the
aid of Stainless Steel Braiding (FIG-B). The braiding acts as a retardant against hose
elongation as well as to dampen mechanical vibration. To achieve even greater
working pressure ratings, a technique called Double Braiding (two layers of braid) is
employed. Our state-of-the-art facility uses a braiding machine to minimize squirm,
ensuring a tight fit against the hose, as well as a high percentage braid coverage to
extend the life of the assembly and guard against potential environmental damage.
Braid sleeves are welded to the core using a Braid Ferrule during fabrication of each
unique assembly. Per request, Covers and Armor are available for added protection.
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